Ingestion of an Unusual Foreign Body

A 20-year-old prisoner presented to the emergency department with a history of recent deliberate foreign body ingestion and complaining of abdominal pain of 6 hours’ duration. Abdominal radiographs showed metallic, cross-like foreign bodies in the upper gastrointestinal tract (Figure 1). Emergency laparotomy revealed perforations of the duodenum. The foreign bodies were removed, with a favorable outcome. Inspection of the surgically removed foreign bodies revealed that each one consisted of two 5-cm wires, tied together crosswise with rubber bands (Figure 2). The patient admitted that he had used straightened paperclips, cut in half, to make these “crosses.” The elastic construction of the crosses enabled him to pull their branches together to lie parallel, wrap them in small strips of paper, and ingest them, with the expectation that gastric secretions would dissolve the wrap and release the sharp ends to cause gastrointestinal perforations. He anticipated that this would result in a vacation from jail and a prescription for narcotic analgesia.

Early endoscopic removal of ingested foreign bodies is considered the safest treatment [1], but this approach is contraindicated by Jackson’s axiom that “advancing points puncture, trailing do not” [2]. The crosses ingested by this patient had two advancing and two trailing points, at roughly 90° angles to one another, precluding manipulation in any direction. Using latex protector hoods and overubes to protect the gastrointestinal tract and facilitate safe foreign body removal is an attractive option, but its success remains unproven with this type of foreign object. It must also be noted that these tools can interfere with axis control and grip maintenance, might not have accommodated the “crosses” in this case, and may be perforated by the sharp ends of the foreign body [3–5].

The literature on foreign body ingestion provides numerous examples of successful endoscopic foreign body removal, so avoiding the high morbidity associated with perforations of the gastrointestinal tract [1–5]. In our experience, however, these “crosses” defeated this principle, necessitating emergency surgery to avoid life-threatening intra-abdominal sepsis.
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